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The conjugate net Q of 5 defined by
has equal point invariants when and only when
The necessary and sufficient condition that £2 should have equal tangential invariants is obtained from (3) by replacing /3, 7 by -j8, -7 respectively. If 0 has equal invariants, both point and tangential, then it is a Jonas net, and 5 then becomes a Jonas surface.
2 For a Jonas net we have thus the following relations:
By a suitable transformation of asymptotic parameters, leaving the asymptotic net unaltered, the above equations reduce to
Hence a Jonas net on a Jonas surface S may be represented by the equation
and the surface is characterized by
The main object of this note is to prove the following theorem :
THEOREM. The projection in a fixed plane of a Jonas net of a Jonas surface is a plane net with equal point invariants, and stands for the projection of the asymptotic net of another Jonas surface.
A point P$ with the coordinates d = rx+sx u +tx v +lx uv is fixed in space if
where I satisfies the system of equations
A point P y on the straight line PePx, is evidently given by y = X0+#. In virtue of (1), we find by differentiation that 
